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1. Desking
M25 H-Bench
Elev8² Bluetooth control unit and app

1. Seating families
Solus, Lennon, Lola, Ronan

1. Soft Seating
Kastaway, Figaro, Twist & Shout, Encore

2. Wooden Storage
Lockers

2. Task & Operator Chairs
Senza (mesh), Dynamo Ergo, Vantage
(mesh), Sandro, Tyler

2. Modular Soft Seating
Encore Modular, Bop Stools

3. Steel Storage
Slimline MP3 pedestals, Bisley caddies

3. Executive Chairs
Palermo, Martinez

4. Accessories
Monitor Arms & CPU holders
Height Adjustable workstation

4. Conference Chairs
Santana, Tuba, Essen

5. Power & Data
Pascal, Pose, Pendulum, Pandora, Peak,
Chroma, Belkin air charge
6. Tables
Elev8² boardroom tables
7. Benching Solutions
Slab25

5. Café & Dining Seating
Fundamental, Sienna (stools), Strut
6. Reception & Soft Seating
Helsinki (fabric), Quatro, Alto (corner),
Kraft
7. Meeting Booths
Ziggy

3. Acoustic Hubs
Hushhubs
4. Chairs & Stools
Harmony, Verve, Pitch
5. Bench & Table Solutions
Enable
6. Tables
Rico, Vida, Eros coffee, dining & poseur
tables, Karma meeting tables
7. Acoustics
Piano Keys Screen
8. Power & Data
Pascal, Pose, Pendulum, Pandora, Peak,
Chroma, Belkin air charge
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Desking - M25 H-Bench Desks
Increasingly, businesses are moving away from
dedicated single employee workspaces, towards
more flexible working environments, and the
Maestro H-Bench is the ideal solution for high
density open plan workplaces
- Fully welded H Frame leg design ensures a strong
and stable workstation
- Single and back to back desks with shared leg
and modesty panel
- 25mm melamine table tops available in beech,
maple, oak, walnut & white
- Two cable access ports ensure effective cable
management
- 10 year warranty

Desking – Elev8² Bluetooth Control Unit
The app and Bluetooth control unit has been
developed to remind you when it is time to change
postures and help you achieve activity goals by
forming a new habit of standing and moving instead
of sitting
- Memory function to set your own height
preference settings
- Customised sit-stand cycle to remind you to stand
up at the right time
- Tracks all the time you’ve stood and calculates
calories burned during your standing
- Simply insert the dongle in the control box of your
existing Elev8² desk and download the free app
- 5 year warranty

Wooden Storage - Lockers
Lockers are the perfect storage solution to keep
business premises functional and clutter free, and
office lockers no longer need to be hidden away,
out of sight with the option for 5 door finishes
- Storage solutions that cater for storing personal
effects, clothing and possessions
- Free standing lockers available in two heights
with 370mm x 380mm internal dimensions
- Four and six door options available to ensure the
right configuration for any space

- Colourful arrangement of the doors allows you
to vary the look of your fronts
- 5 year warranty

Steel Storage – Slimline MP3 Pedestals
Individual workspaces are getting ever smaller, but
workers still need storage. Our narrow 3 drawer
mobile steel pedestals are perfect for smaller work
areas to keep personal belongings safe and secure
- Versatile under-desk storage solutions 300mm
wide to keep the work area uncluttered
- Two shallow drawers and one filing drawer
which accepts both A4 and foolscap files
- Fully lockable drawers for secure storage of your
files or personal belongings

- Solid construction delivers a cabinet with quality
and durability
- 5 year warranty

Steel Storage – Bisley Caddy
The Caddy is an innovative, alternative office
solution meeting the needs of the ever-changing
office, with a lockable pedestal for personal storage
and a shelving unit for files and paperwork
- Compact and mobile to maximise space and
storage in any work environment
- Offers flexibility with rotating casters to easily
position under the work surface
- Seat pad option for temporary visitor seating
when required

- An attractive, functional addition to any work
space with storage, filing and seating – all in one
- 5 year warranty

Accessories – Monitor Arms
The well-being of employees in the office space is
becoming more vital, and the number one cause of
lower neck pain is due to incorrect monitor
positions. New Luna, Zoom and Trojan monitor
arms are designed to enhance maximum flexibility
of the office environment, ensuring user comfort
when using the screens

- Luna’s range of single and double monitor arms
are affordable for any budget, but with no
compromise on important features
- The Zoom range of single, double and quad
monitor arms have been designed to easily move
and position the screens to the correct eye level
- Trojan single and double monitor arms have a
gas spring hovering system to provide smooth
and effortless adjustments

Accessories – CPU Holders
Reduce the risk of bumping into the unit or damaging
electronic components with strong and practical CPU
holders designed to suspend most desktop computers
under desks to free up office space
- The practical Neon CPU holder is easy to install and
easily accessible, protecting the valuable computer
equipment from damage and dust
- Available in silver and white with a weight capacity
of 20kg
- The extremely durable Halo 4-sided CPU holder
mounts beneath the work surface to elevate the
computer off the floor and protecting
- Available in black, silver and white with a weight
capacity of 22.5kg

Accessories – Sora Height Adjustable Workstation
Convert an existing desk to a standing desk with our
desk converter which offers an easy transition from
sitting to standing, with a gas spring lift which
allows for any height setting within the range
- Allows the user to sit, stand, and incorporate
movement into the working day
- Smooth, easy height adjustment with a load
capacity of 15kg
- Height range of 120mm to 505mm with a large
work surface and keyboard tray size

- Separate keyboard and mouse deck adjusts to
elevate the screen – keeping it at eye level
- 2 year warranty

Accessories - Power & Data Units
A diverse choice of power and data units, from table
top, to under-table and built-in conferencing
solutions that can turn a simple meeting room
design into a technologically advanced meeting
environment perfect for doing business
- Transform meeting rooms and furniture into
interactive and inspiring workspaces
- Quick set-up and connections so people can pick
up where they left off in another working area
- Reap the benefits of a more connected,
advanced working environment
- Add the finishing touches to any working area
- 5 year warranty

Tables – Elev8² Touch Boardroom
The new Elev8² Touch height adjustable tables
combine unique design with versatility to transform
corporate spaces like boardrooms into flexible
meeting places, allowing for a variety of postures
throughout the meeting.
- 25mm table tops move in perfect sync together
with a maximum weight loading of 160kg
- Sit-stand table height adjustment is made through
a twin motor for fluid & natural movement
- The three tiered leg column offers adjustability
from 675mm to 1300mm
- Leg frames available in black, silver and white
- 5 year warranty

Benching Solutions – Slab25
The Slab25 table and bench solution is a classical,
timeless design ideal for use in corporate or
academic canteen areas to provide an intelligent
dining space solution
- Integrated power supply can be built into the
table with hidden cable management
- White table tops and legs are combined with a
plywood effect edge detail
- Table top and leg panels manufactured from
25mm melamine with slab ends

- Adjustable feet and optional upholstered seat
pads on benches in a choice of fabric colours
- 2 year warranty
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Seating families - Solus
Solus is a multi-purpose seating collection with a
unique, robust designer back providing a high level
of support and elegant curves which will
compliment any work environment
- Designed exclusively by leading seating designer
Martin Ballendat
- Next generation office chairs with a natural tilt
mechanism for increased comfort
- Designer seats available in black and dove grey
with padded arm rests

- Made to order seat pads available in a multitude
of fabric colour options
- 5 year warranty

Seating families - Lennon
Lennon is an ergonomic and sophisticated seating
solution that provides exceptional comfort
throughout the working day, whether you are
located in the main office or a meeting room
- High back fabric or mesh back operator chair
with upholstered seat
- Comfortable, stylish conference chair with 2 part
upholstered seat and back
- CMHR high resilience, flexible foam seats for
enhanced comfort

- Permanent contact back (PCB) to adjust the tilt
of the back rest or leave it free floating
- 3 year warranty

Seating families - Lola
The Lola operators chair brings harmony between
form and function and may be the most
comfortable office chair that you can sit in due to
the extra large seat and curved back support
- High back and medium back operator chairs with
mesh seat and back
- Medium back conference chair with mesh seat
and back and chrome 4 star glides
- Mesh back design available in two heights, and
matching frames in black and grey

- Slim, curved back and seat designed to
compliment the shape of the human body
- 5 year warranty

Seating families - Ronan
The Ronan high mesh back executive chair is a
stylish and practical solution for both boardrooms
and office use, available with a black 5 star base or
chrome cantilever frame
- Mesh back task chair with a chunky padded seat
and fixed arms
- Comfortable, stylish conference chair with
upholstered seat and mesh back
- Stocked in blue and black with made to order
fabric and colour options available

- Adjustable lumbar support for increased comfort
- 2 year warranty

Task & Operator Chairs – Senza Mesh
Equipped with ergonomic features, a high back,
extra high back and now mesh back options, the
Senza operators chair easily provides the comfort
needed for a long day at work
- Choose your back style and mechanism to
support the way you work
- Available with no arms, fixed arms, height
adjustable arms or adjustable folding arms
- Asynchro mechanism provides free floating back
action, lockable seat and back

- 5 star base available in black and chrome finishes
with black castors
- 5 year warranty

Task & Operator Chairs – Dynamo Ergo
The visually stunning Dynamo Ergo chair provides
new levels of comfort and support that suit the
ergonomic needs of each individual user, with a
breathable mesh or luxurious bonded leather seat
and back for an exquisite seating experience
- 24 hour ergonomic seating with fully adjustable
arms and optional headrest
- Split back rest design with auto adjusting lumbar
support
- Asynchro mechanism provides free floating back
action, lockable seat and back
- Gas height adjustment with seat slide
- 5 year warranty

Task & Operator Chairs – Vantage Mesh
The Vantage Mesh operators chair has a sleek
design, multiple features and allows the user to
enjoy the modern design without compromising on
good ergonomic support
- New breathable, curved mesh back for added
comfort and increased ventilation
- Available with no arms, fixed arms or height
adjustable arms
- Permanent contact back (PCB) to adjust the tilt
of the back rest or leave it free floating

- Stocked in blue and charcoal with made to order
fabric and colour options available
- 2 year warranty

Task & Operator Chairs – Sandro
Sandro represents the modern style of mesh seating
offering a refinement of function, comfort and style.
The air mesh fabric waterfall seat and stylish mesh
back design make it a perfect fit for any workplace
- Black mesh back with adjustable lumbar support
and head rest
- Practical and comfortable with contemporary
styling in black with chrome trim
- Asynchro mechanism provides free floating back
action, lockable seat and back

- Executive chair where users can sit in comfort for
long periods of time
- 3 year warranty

Task & Operator Chairs – Tyler
Tyler is an infinitely stylish, contemporary mesh
back chair that offers an executive feel in the
constraints of a task chair. The chair comes with a
modern white frame and integrated fixed arms with
a contrasting black fabric seat pad
- Modern aesthetic ergonomic chair that
combines style with simplicity
- Durable white steel 5 star base with black castors
- Gas lift adjustment with weight tension control
- Air flow mesh seat and mesh back to keep the
user cool in that warm office or study room
- 2 year warranty

Executive Chairs – Palermo (grey)
Palermo is a luxurious leadership chair that
combines comfortable double padding with a
lumbar support and stylish arms with silver trim.
Palermo is the seat of comfort for the head of a
boardroom conference table or the corner office
- Also available in a black faux leather with the
same double padded seat for enhanced comfort
- High back managers chair with head rest and
lumbar support
- Stylish black arms with silver trim which
complement the silver nylon base with black trim
- User weight tension control with knee tilt
adjustment and gas lift adjustment
- 1 year warranty

Executive Chairs – Martinez (grey)
Martinez provides contemporary styling making it a
trendy option for managerial & boardroom seating.
Features include a diagonally patterned, curved
back and panel stitching which highlights the design
- Also available in a black faux leather with the
same stylish patterned seat and back
- Executive grey fabric swivel chair with chrome 5
star base
- Optional glides supplied to convert to a
boardroom chair

- Stylish chrome arms with upholstered matching
arm pads
- 1 year warranty

Conference Chairs - Santana
Santana offers strong and durable seating options
that are both stylish and practical. Santana is
available in black, white, blue and grey, with
numerous seating and frame options
- Strong, durable and lightweight plastic chair with
3 leg frame options
- An upholstered seat option provides additional
comfort for extended applications
- Available with arms, without arms or with right
hand writing tablet

- Ideal for any multi seating environment - café,
breakout, training, conferences & meeting rooms
- 3 year warranty

Conference Chairs - Tuba
Tuba is handsomely upholstered conference room
chair that looks as luxurious as it feels. Tuba will
bring the perfect blend of comfort and style to any
boardroom, conference use or visitor seating
- Conference and meeting room chairs with
comfortable, stylish, inviting curves
- Available with a full back, half back or a half
mesh back
- Different frame options with cantilever and 4 leg
variants, all with black padded arm rests

- Multitude of fabric colour seat options available
to complement the chrome or black frames
- 3 year warranty

Conference Chairs – Essen (stackable)
Essen’s chrome cantilever frame and leather faced
seat and back offers a sophisticated style with a hint
of retro. The smoothly shaped seat and back gently
cradle and support the body when in use, and the
Essen chairs are fully stackable when idle
- Available in black and grey with matching
padded arms
- Ideal for any multi seating environment training, conferences & lectures
- Polished chrome effect circular tube frame

- Front support feet for anti-tilt
- 1 year warranty

Café & Dining Seating – Sienna (stools)
Sienna is a moulded plastic dining chair and stool
collection with a curved retro design, which is a
fantastic contemporary choice and would make a
stylish addition to any dining facility or café
- Blue, orange, black and grey colour plastic shell
options for a contemporary look
- Supported by four chrome plated legs for added
strength with rubber feet for stability
- Practical and durable choice due to the easy
clean curvaceous surface

- Ideal for canteens or retail locations
- 1 year warranty

Café & Dining Seating – Fundamental
Fundamental seating has a simple yet modern
design and is an economical and practical range of
wooden and upholstered chairs and stools that are
ideal for office breakout rooms and dining areas
- Beech dining chair and stool with legs available
in chrome, black and white
- Durable laminated frame with contoured back to
promote healthy posture
- Available with a natural wooden seat and back,
upholstered seat or fully upholstered

- Adaptable to any environment and stackable for
space-efficient storage when not in use
- 5 year warranty

Café & Dining Seating – Strut
Multiple base options, 9 shell colours and seat pad
options make Strut the perfect, customisable choice
for chairs and stools in cafe and dining
environments, guest seating, or meeting spaces
- Versatile in appearance and function with 4
frame styles
- Shells available in black, white, grey, red, navy
blue, plum, mustard, lime green and turquoise
- Combine bases, shell, chairs and stools with seat
pads for a range of looks

- A design unique in character yet flexible for any
environment
- 2 year warranty

Reception & Soft Seating – Helsinki (fabric)
The large, comfortable Helsinki reception chairs will
make lovely additions to any office or reception
area. Available in black leather or made to order
fabrics offering unmatched comfort and support for
both employees and visitors
- Made to order fabric reception seating ideal for
any modern interior
- Available in 1, 2 and 3 seater combinations with
a matching reception table
- Silver steel base and legs for strength and
stability
- Features deep cushioned seats and backs with a
square block design, creating a stylish effect
- 2 year warranty

Modular Soft Seating - Kraft
The Kraft modular soft seating collection is as
reconfigurable as it is versatile and can be grouped
together to create modular layouts, or be used as
stand-alone, free-standing pieces
- Endless array of configurations where people can
come together to collaborate in any setting
- Made up of 7 unique seating units to assemble
in multiple configurations
- Extra deep high density foam seats for durability
and comfort

- Frames available in silver with matching square
and corner coffee tables
- 5 year warranty

Modular Leather Seating – Quatro
The Quatro modular corner unit is upholstered in a
durable black leather finish with deep cushioned
seats and a generous mid-height padded back rest
which offers excellent support and user comfort
- Interlocking capabilities, quality construction and
high traffic design
- Sectional seating components for personalised
configurations to suit any reception area
- Deep foam filled seat and back provide excellent
user support

- Easy to move and re-configure to suit different
environments
- 1 year warranty

Meeting Booths – Ziggy
Ziggy is available as a 2 or 4 person meeting pod
with a fully upholstered cushion and back thet
delivers comfort and support with a modern design
to create quiet space in today's open offices
- Offering a private place for employees to sit and
relax, or for teams to meet in seclusion
- Choice of small or medium footprint sizes with 2
and 4 seater booths
- Available with integrated power supply built in to
the frame or table

- Large side screens and sides of the high booth
offer effective noise reduction and privacy
- 2 year warranty
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Soft Seating - Kastaway
Kastaway has been developed with modern looking
soft seating incorporating softer and more homely
ribbed details, together with wooden tables & desks
to create the complete contemporary workspace
- Link Kastaway together with details or shapes, or
used as stand‐alone pieces
- Ideal for employees and small groups to relax or
meet informally
- Flexible furniture solutions that can easily be
arranged in a variety of dynamic configurations

- Designed exclusively for Dams Social Spaces
portfolio by David Fox
- 5 year warranty

Soft Seating - Figaro
Dams

Designed with comfort in mind, Figaro lounge
seating's sculpted seat and back cushions make it
both eye-catching and timeless. The Figaro medium
back lounge chair offers an irresistible landing spot
- A stylish solution to reception and breakout work
environments
- New medium back chair with added frame styles
including tilt mechanism and writing tablet
- Modern office or lounge seat with broad appeal
and strong character

- Designed exclusively for Dams Social Spaces
portfolio by Martin Vicker
- 5 year warranty

Soft Seating – Twist & Shout
Dams
The graceful curves and refined shape of the Twist
& Shout chairs offer a welcoming place to work
casually and comfortably, with a contoured platform
that supports sophistication, a welcoming seat and
two expressive back shapes
- Can be placed in reception areas, open spaces,
private nooks, and more
- Invites focused work, impromptu collaboration,
all with a comfortable twist
- A contemporary, yet retro collection featuring
sculpted seat and back cushions
- Three base styles with swivel options and a tilt
mechanism
- 5 year warranty

Modular Soft Seating – Encore Low
Dams
The clean, modern lines of the seating available with
new low back versions give Encore a contemporary
look that will suit many open plan offices, creating a
fun, practical work space which will inspire employees
- Distinctively elegant soft seating solution that is
high in quality and unique in design
- Choice of distinctive polished chrome or solid ash
leg frame
- Classic style with clean lines, great comfort and
broad appeal

- 1, 2 & 3 seater sofas ideal around the matching
table in any breakout space
- 5 year warranty

Modular Soft Seating – Encore Modular
Available as high back and low back modular pieces,
the Encore Modular is as reconfigurable as it is
versatile and can be grouped together to create large
landscape configurations which are ideal for meetings
and reception areas
- High backs create a private spot for collaborative
chats or focused tasks
- Low back options, with and without arms, to
create fun, vibrant spaces
- Multi-functional soft seating system adds impact
to any space
- Modern design with polished chrome tapered legs
- 5 year warranty

Modular Soft Seating – Bop Stools
Dams
Bop stools provide versatility and functionality while
blending nicely in any environment. Add a bop of
colour to any space with 4 unique shapes and sizes
of stools which offer true flexibility in specification
and application
- Ideal to place in the middle or at the end of
seating arrangements
- Lightweight design makes them easy to move
around
- Perfect for offices, break out spaces, lounges and
meeting spaces
- Use on their own or mixed with other seating
ranges
- 5 year warranty

Meeting Spaces - Hushhubs
A range of timber framed acoustic meeting rooms
or hubs, plus ancillary acoustic products, for use in
open plan offices and other places which need
private space within a larger area
- Biophilic design in the workplace, inspired by the
natural world
- Available in 1m x 1m, 1m x 2m, 2m x 2m, 2m x
3m, 3m x 3m & 3m x 4m hub sizes
- Solid oak frames with 4 walls and multiple
acoustic or glass side options

- For tasks which require concentration,
communication, confidentiality & collaboration
- 5 year warranty

Chairs & Stools - Harmony
Dams
From rich hues to subtle neutral colours, the
Harmony seating collection will transform any space
with sled & 4 leg frames available in black, chrome
or individually painted to match the chair colours
- Black, grey, white, cream, red, orange, green and
blue colour plastic shell options
- Available as a sled frame, sled frame with arms
and 4 leg frame chairs or as a sled frame stool
- Suitable for a myriad of applications in dining
spaces and meeting areas

- High density stacking chair or stool that is
visually pleasing
- 5 year warranty

Chairs & Stools - Verve
Dams

With a contoured shape that provides comfort all
day long, Verve allows for combinations of different
vibrant shell colours, frame and leg options to give
personality and character to any space
- Black, white, red and blue colour plastic shell
options
- Available as a sled frame, sled frame with arms
or 4 leg frame in black or chrome
- High density stacking chair ideal for canteens or
dining locations

- Extremely comfortable and adaptable to any
environment
- 5 year warranty

Chairs & Stools - Pitch
Pitch is a multi-purpose chair that has what it takes.
Comfort, style, and design options to respond to a
myriad of applications with an upholstered seat and
back option making it a comfortable, versatile range
- Beech and walnut dining chair and stool with
legs available in chrome, black and white
- Durable laminated frame with contoured back to
promote healthy posture
- Available with a natural wooden seat and back,
upholstered seat or fully upholstered

- Adaptable to any environment and stackable for
space-efficient storage when not in use
- 5 year warranty

Bench & Table Solutions – Enable
Dams
Presenting a multitude of shape and layout options,
the range of tables, benches and stools will enable
you to create a dynamic, collaborative area for the
modern trend of agile working, providing an
inspirational and welcoming work area
- Create a worktable that has multiple uses
throughout the day
- Unique, intelligent frame system allows for
numerous table sizes
- Promote creativity in the workplace with a table
system that inspires
- Solid oak leg frames with complementary
benches and stools
- 5 year warranty

Tables – Karma Dining & Meeting Tables
Dams
Select the perfect table for your working style or
meeting space with six table top shaped which can
be used in various configurations, and it’s also easy
to power up the Karma table with a 80mm central
hole option for integrated power, data and charging
- Simple, minimalist design is adaptable to any
environment
- Six table top shapes available with a selection of
3, 4, 5, & 6 sided tables
- Can be combined or used individually for a
variety of purposes
- Solid oak leg frames with complementary
benches and stools
- 5 year warranty

Tables – Dining, Poseur & Coffee Tables
Dams
Our highly adaptable dining, poseur and coffee
tables are an excellent choice for conference, office,
meeting and dining facilities with the ability to
quickly and easily configure a room and to meet the
demands of any user group
- 3 table bases designed to bring people together,
inspiring conversation and collaboration
- Rico tables have a timeless design that never go
out of style with its slim profile circular base
- Vida tables with a slim square base wouldn’t
look out of place in any modern workplace
- Eros tables have an incredibly sturdy rectangular
twin base with tables suitable for any workspace
- 5 year warranty

Acoustics – Piano Keys Screen
Dams
The free-standing Piano Keys screen is made up of
three individual acoustic blinds which stand on a
sturdy base plate. The fabric covered acoustic panels
rotate 360° to provide complete privacy when they
are closed, or open the space up at any given time
- Free-standing office screen with three rotating
panels
- Screen can be positioned in a row or at angles for
different directions
- Determine the level of privacy required quickly
and easily
- Fully upholstered panels in a range of acoustic
fabrics
- 5 year warranty

Accessories - Power & Data Units
Dams
A diverse choice of power and data units, from table
top, to under-table and built-in conferencing
solutions that can turn a simple meeting room
design into a technologically advanced meeting
environment perfect for doing business
- Transform meeting rooms and furniture into
interactive and inspiring workspaces
- Quick set-up and connections so people can pick
up where they left off in another working area
- Reap the benefits of a more connected,
advanced working environment
- Add the finishing touches to any working area
- 5 year warranty

Aberdeen:
Tel: 01224 212212

Dundee:
Tel: 01382 818885

Livingston:
Tel: 01506 674520

Dams Furniture Ltd, Charley Wood Road, Knowsley Industrial Park, Knowsley, Merseyside, L33 7SG
Tel : 0151 548 7111
Fax: 0151 548 6369
Email: sales@dams.com
www.dams.com

www.langstaneofficefurniture.co.uk

